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ON SECOND SOCLES OF FINITELY COGENEMATED

INJECTTVE MODULES

By

Kazutoshi Koike

In [3, Theorem] Clark and Huynfa proved that a right and left perfect right

self-injectivering R is QF if and only if the second socle of Rr is finitely

generated as a right ^-module. In this note, using the technique in the proof of

this theorem, we prove that if E(T)/T is finitelycogenerated for every simple

right J?-module T, then every finitelycogenerated seminoetherian right J?-module

is of finitelength (Theorem 5). Here, seminoetherian modules mean modules

whose every nonzero submodule contains a maximal submodule. As a corollary,

we obtain the theorem of Clark and Huynh (Corollary 7). Also we point out a

condition for certain right perfect rings to have Morita duality (Corollary 10).In

the last part of this note, we mention a dual of Theorem 5 (Theorem 13).

Throughout this note, R always denotes a ring with / = Rad(i?). For an

i?-module X, Soc^(X) denotes the kth socle of X for each positiveinteger k. For

notations, definitions and familiar results concerning the ring theory we shall

mainly follow [1] and [10].

First we begin with the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let X and Y be rightR-modules. Then

(1) Soc2(JT0 7)/Soc(Xc Y) is finitelygeneratedif and only if Soc2(X)/

Soc(Jf) and Soc2(F)/Soc(F) are finitelygenerated.

(2) If X < Y, then Soc^Jf) = Sock(Y) (IX for each positiveintegerL

Proof. (1) This is clearfrom the fact that

Soc2(X0 7)/Soc(X 0 Y) =*Soc2(X)/Soc(Z) 0 Soc2(Y)/Soc(Y).

(2) This is a specialcase of [9, Proposition 3.11. □
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We recall that a right J?-module X is said to be finitelycogenerated in case

for every set s4 of submodules of X, D j/ = 0 implies f)$F = 0 for some finite

#" ^ sd. For finitelycogenerated right i?-modules, we note the following.

Lemma 2 (cf.[1, Proposition 10.7]). A right R-module X is finitelycogener-

ated if and only if Soc(X) is finitely generated and is essentialin X.

In order to prove our main result, we need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3. Suppose that E{T)/T isfinitelycogenerated for every simple right

R-module T. If Xr isfinitelycogenerated, then X/SoCk{X) isfinitelycogenerated

for each nonnegative integer k. In this case, each Soc&(X) is of finite length.

Proof. By assumption and Lemmas 1 and 2, for every finitelycogenerated

injective module Er, E/Soc(E) is finitelycogenerated. Let Xr be finitelyco-

generated. We prove that X/Socfc(X) is finitelycogenerated by induction on k. If

k = 0, the statement is trivial.Assume that X/Soc,t(X) is finitelycogenerated for

k > 0. Let X = X/Soc*(X). Then E(X) is finitelycogenerated injective,Soc(Z) =

Soc{E{X)) and X/Soc(Z) < E(X)/Soc(E(X)). As we mentioned above, E{X)/

Soc(E(X)) is finitelycogenerated, so X/Soc(X) is also. Thus X/Soc^+i(X) ^

X/Soc(X) is finitelycogenerated. Therefore, by induction, every X/Soc^(X) is

finitelycogenerated. The last statement of thislemma follows from the fact that

Soc(X), Soc2(X)/SQc(X),...,Socfc(X)/Socfc_i(X) are all finitelygenerated. □

Lemma 4. Suppose that E{T)/T is finitelycogenerated for every simple right

R-module T. If Xr is finitely cogenerated and Yr < Xr such that YR is of finite

length, then XIY is finitelycogenerated.

Proof. Since Y is of finitelength, by Lemma 1 there existsk > 0 such that

Y < SoC/t(X). Now we have an exact sequence

0 -> Sock(X)/Y^> X/Y -> X/Soc^(X) -> 0.

By Lemma 3, Socfc(X) is of finitelength; so $ock{X)/Y is finitelycogenerated.

On the other hand, XySoc;t(X) is finitely cogenerated by Lemma 3 again.

Therefore X/Y is finitelycogenerated by [11, 21.4(2)]. □

Recall that a module X is semiartinian if and only if every proper factor

module of X has a simple submodule (see [10, p. 1821). Dualizing this,we say
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that a module is seminoetherianin case every nonzero submodule has a maximal

submodule (see [41).

Theorem 5. Suppose that E{T)/T is finitely cogenerated for every simple

right R-module T. Then every finitelycogenerated seminoetherian right R-module is

of finitelength.

Proof. Let Xr be a finitely cogenerated seminoetherian module. First we

define a descending chain (Xa) of submodules of X by transfinite induction, where

a are ordinals. When a = 1, we define Xa as a maximal submodule of X. Assume

that we have defined submodules Xp for all /? < a. When a is a limit ordinal, we

define Xa = f]
≪<a

Xp. When a is not a limit ordinal with a = f$ + 1 and Xp # 0,

we define Xa as a maximal submodule of Xp. By transfinite induction, (Xa) is

well-defined.

Since X is a set, there exists a minimal ordinal f$ such that Xp ― Xy for all

y > fi.By the definition of (Xa),Xp = 0. Then, since Xis finitely cogenerated, /?is

not a limit ordinal.

To see that p is finite,we assume that /?is infinite. Then, since f$is not a limit

ordinal and is infinite, it follows that fi can be written as y + n, where y is a limit

ordinal and n is a positive integer. Now for the descending chain

Xy > Xy+＼ > ■■> Xy+n ― Xp = 0,

each composition factor Xy+i/Xy+i+＼ is simple by the definition, and so Xy is of

finite length. Thus, by Lemma 4, X/Xy is finitely cogenerated. On the other hand,

since y is a limit ordinal, Xy ― f]s<y X$. Hence there exists an ordinal S < y such

that X§ = Xr However, this is a contradiction. Therefore fi is finite and X is of

finite length.

Remark 6. (1) In [4, Theorem 5] Clark and Smith proved that if

(*) Soc2(is(r)) is finitelygenerated for every simple right i?-module T,

then every semiartinian and seminoetherian right J?-module with finitelygenerated

socle is of finitelength. The assumption (*) of this resultis weaker than that of

Theorem 5. However, in Theorem 5 we do not assume that the module is

semiartinian (see Lemma 2).

(2) If R is right perfect, Rad(X) = XJ and Rad(lr) is small in X for each

Xr. Thus, every nonzero right i?-module has a maximal submodule and is

seminoetherian.
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(3) If R isleftperfect,Soc(X) = lx{J) and Soc(lr) is essentialin Xfor each Xr.

Thus, every nonzero right i?-module has a simple submodule and is semiartinian.

(4) If R has only finitemany isomorphism classes of simple right J^-modules,

then E{T)/T is finitelycogenerated for every simple right J?-module if and only if

U/Soc(U) is finitelycogenerated for every finitelycogenerated injective cogen-

erator Ur if and only if U/Soc(U) is finitelycogenerated for some finitely

cogenerated injective cogenerator Ur.

We recall that a ring R is right PF if RR is an injective cogenerator (see [5,

p. 213]). As is well-known (e.g.,see [2, Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.4]),if R is

right PF, then Soc^(Rr) = Sock(RR) for each positiveinteger k. In this case, we

simply write Soc^(i?) for SoCk{RR)-

The following corollary is a generalization of [3, Theorem], since every left

perfect right self-injectivering is right PF ([5, Definition and Proposition 24.32]).

Corollary 7. Let R be a right PF ring such that rR is semiartinian. Then

the following statements are equivalent:

(1) R is QF

(2) R/Soc(R) is finitely cogenerated as a right R-module.

(3) Soc2(i?) is finitelygenerated as a right R-module and Soc2(i?)/Soc(i?) is

an essentialright R-submodule of R/Soc(R).

In particular, if Rr is also semiartinian, R is QF if and only if Soc2(R) is

finitely generated as a right R-module.

Proof. It is shown in [4, Proposition 2] that a one-sided self-injectivering is

right perfect if rR is semiartinian. Thus this corollary follows from Remark 6,

Lemma 2 and the fact that Soc(R) is finitelygenerated on both sides([2, Lemma

2.4]). □

Remark 8. It is an open problem whether a one-sided perfect right self-

injectivering is QF. As we mentioned in the introduction, in [3, Theorem] Clark

and Huynh prove that a two-sided perfectright self-injectivering is QF if Soc2(i?)

is finitelygenerated as a right i?-module. Concerning this, several results are

shown recently. In [4, Corollary 4] the authors point out that the perfect

condition can be weakened to semiartinian. Other authors approach to the

problem above by investigating the condition that the left i?-module Soc2(i?)

(or J/J2) is finitely(countably) generated. These results can be found in [6],[7]

and [121.
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Applying Theorem 5 to rightperfectrings,we have
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Corollary 9. Let R he a right perfect ring and let Ur he a finitely

cogenerated injective cogenerator. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) U/Soc(U) is finitely cogenerated.

(2) U is of finitelength.

(3) Every finitely cogenerated right R-module is of finitelength.

In this case, R is semiprimary.

Proof. The equivalences of (1), (2) and (3) follow from Theorem 5 and

Remark 6. If these equivalent conditions hold, then UJn ― 0 for some positive

integer n. Thus, since Ur cogenerates Rr, Jn = 0 and R is semiprimary. □

The following corollary gives a condition for certain right perfect rings to

have Morita duality.

Corollary 10. Let R he a right perfect ring such that Rr

cogenerated and let Ur be a finitelycogenerated injective cogenerator

following statements are equivalent:

(1) U/Soc(U) is finitelycogenerated.

(2) U is finitely generated and R is right artinian.

(3) sUr defines a Morita duality, where S ― End/?(f7).

is finitely

Then the

Proof. (1) = (2) By Corollary 9, UR is of finitelength and R

artinian.

(2) =* (1) Trivial.

(2) & (3) This follows from [1, Theorem 30.4, Corollary 30.5 and

28.81.

is right

Exercise

□

Finally we note dual resultsfor preceding ones. Their proofs are almost dual

and will be omitted. In general, for a right J^-module X, XJ # Rad(X) and

X/XJ is not semisimple. So we need to suppose that R is semilocal for the results

heiow.

Lemma 11 (cf. Lemma 3). Suppose that R is semilocal and Jr is finitely

generated. If Xr is finitelygenerated, then XJk is finitelygenerated for each non-

negative integer k. In this case, each X IXJk is of finitelength.
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Lemma 12 (cf.Lemma 4). Suppose that R is semilocaland Jr is finitely

generated.If Xr is finitelygenerated and Yr < Xr such that X/ Y is of finite

length,then Y is finitelygenerated.

Theorem 13 (cf. Theorem 5). Suppose that R is semilocal and Jr is finitely

generated. Then every finitely generated semiartinian right R-module is of finite

length.

As a

However,

dual of Corollary 9, we can obtain a result for left perfect rings,

this result is a part of [8, Lemma 111.
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